No matter the strategies, procedures, or techniques involved
in engineering a project or product, it is the Systems Design
Engineers who can analyze, create, and systematize the entire
life cycle and value chain of a project and product. Technology
has become more and more complex, and the approaches
and fields for addressing these systems are becoming
more important. By providing a systems (or holistic) view
of the development effort, systems engineering unites the
technical contributors into a team effort, forming a structured
development process that proceeds from concept to delivery.
Ropella understands the unique
recruitment challenges faced by this
diverse industry. Our understanding
of your company, your customers
and current industry trends means
our executive search consultants
can find just the right fit, quickly
and efficiently. As talent acquisition
experts, we excel at attracting,
recruiting and building relationships
with the best minds in the industry.
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» Electronic Component News Magazine
» Machine Design Magazine
» Engineered Systems Magazine
» Printed Circuit Design Magazine

We participate in industry associations such as:
» Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
» Systems, Man, & Cybernetics Society
» Institute of Industrial & Systems Engineers
» Association of Computer Electronics and Electrical
Engineers

We regularly attend industry trade shows, including:
» IISE Annual Conference & Expo
» Embedded Systems Conference (ESC)
» The Applied Power Electronics Conference and Exposition
(APEC)

We have served and developed relationships with leading
companies in the industry, including:
» United Technologies Corporation

» Altair Engineering

» Colmek Systems Engineering

» DowDuPont

» Decisive Analytics Corporation

» ENSCO, Inc.

» Environmental Systems Design, Inc » Wood
» Schweitzer Engineering Lab., Inc.
Look for our articles in
Printed Circuit Design and
other industry publications.

We have proven our ability to help
companies grow and prosper by
developing their most important competitive advantage –
skilled people. Successful industry leaders count on Ropella to
find the right talent to drive their business forward.
For more information, please contact:

We read and write for industry publications, including:

» Paragon Innovations

Ropella teams are built around the functions our clients are
seeking. We have dedicated teams focused on C-suite, Sales,
Marketing, R&D and Operations.
Roles filled recently include:
» Chief Technology Officer
» Vice President, Systems Design
» Director, Design & Engineering
» Engineering Design Manager
» Principal Power Systems Design Engineer
» Systems Design & Integration Engineering Manager
» Senior Systems Design Engineer
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